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NGC 7293—Helix Nebula
Atik 460EX; Ha (4.5 hrs), Oiii (2.5 hrs), Sii (3 hrs)
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improve color + the little galaxy in the upper
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Photo by Seiji

Observing Site Reminders:
Be careful with fire, mind all local burn bans!
Dark Site Usage Requirements (ALL MEMBERS):
• Maintain Dark-Sky Etiquette (http://tinyurl.com/75hjajy)
• Turn out your headlights at the gate!
• Sign the logbook (in camo-painted storage shed. Inside the door on the lefthand side)
• Log club equipment problems (please contact a FWAS board member to
inform them of any problems)
• Put equipment back neatly when finished
• Last person out:
 Check all doors – secured, but NOT locked
 Make sure nothing is left out
The Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) was founded in 1949 and is a non-profit 501(c)3
scientific educational organization, and incorporated in the state of Texas. This publication may
be copied and distributed for free only. This publication cannot be uploaded or distributed into
any media unless it is in its original, full, unaltered, published form. All rights reserved by FWAS.
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Mon
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Thu
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11

FWAS
Monthly
Meeting
Starts @ 7pm

Moon Perigee

13

14

15

16
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Tandy
Hills
Prairie Sky
Star Party

Carl Sagan
Edmund Halley
Birthday (1656) Birthday (1934)

Marie Curie
Birthday (1867)

12

9

LQ

17

18
Young
Astronomers
Meeting
Starts @ 7pm-9pm

Robert Fulton
Birthday (1765)

NM
Alan Shepard
Birthday (1923)

19

20

21

22

23

29

30

24

25

Moon Apogee
Edwin Hubble
Birthday (1889)

26

27

28

FQ

See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled
Click calendar icons above to see details of bright ISS passes this month.
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Young Astronomers

With days getting shorter and nights getting longer there is of
course more time to get out and observe. Along with the increased amount of dark sky there is also the weather or for us
the cold. Here are some tips to stay warm while observing.

•

Dress in layers. This will allow you to add or remove clothing as needed to keep you warm without sweating.

•

While you might think that sweating would mean your staying warm it is not a good thing during cold weather as it
gets your clothing wet and wet clothing is harder to keep
warm.

•

Put a top on it. A large portion of your body heat is lost via
your head. Wear a warm cap or hat.

•

Wear gloves that allow you to work your scope while still
being warm. This will prevent you from having to take them
off to work with things and keep your hands warm.

e
Check out the Young Astronomers Web Page at: http://
www.fortworthastro.com/young_astronomers.html

Tandy Hills Prairie Sky/Star Party: Astronomy—Community Engagement
After many years at the Fort Worth Museum of Science & History, the well-attended,
monthly public star parties presented by the Fort Worth Astronomical Society
(FWAS) have moved to Tandy Hills Natural Area.
Established in 1949, FWAS is one of the
first adult amateur astronomy clubs
formed in the country and one of the
largest with more than 200 active members.
Members will have several telescopes set
up at Tandy Hills for viewing the night
sky.
Free & open to the public. All ages welcome. Family/kid-friendly - No dogs - Coolers welcome - Steel City Pops will be on
hand
More details at the NASA website: https://
nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/event -view.cfm?
Event_ID=76024
Star
party
Etiquette:
http://
www.fortworthastro.com/etiquette.html
WHEN: Second Saturday of every month
http://www.tandyhills.org/events/prairiesky-star-party
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH
Nov 01

We

Venus: 16.8° W

02

Th

07:58 Venus-Spica: 3.5° N

03

Fr

23:23 Full Moon

05

Su

05:22 South Taurid Shower: ZHR = 10

05

Su

18:09 Moon Perigee: 361400 km

05

Su

20:19 Moon-Aldebaran: 0.7° S

07

Tu

19:28 Moon North Dec.: 19.8° N

09

Th

19:58 Moon-Beehive: 2.7° N

10

Fr

14:37 Last Quarter

10

Fr

16:40 Moon Ascending Node

11

Sa

10:07 Moon-Regulus: 0.4° S

12

Su

04:39 North Taurid Shower: ZHR = 15

12

Su

11:48 Mercury-Antares: 2.2° N

14

Tu

18:40 Moon-Mars: 3.4° S

17

Fr

10:56 Leonid Shower: ZHR = 15

18

Sa

05:42 New Moon

20

Mo 18:34 Moon-Saturn: 3.3° S

21

Tu

12:52 Moon Apogee: 406100 km

21

Tu

20:06 Moon South Dec.: 20° S

23

Th

17:59 Mercury Elongation: 22° E

25

Sa

02:22 Moon Descending Node

26

Su

11:03 First Quarter

29

We 08:27 Mars-Spica: 3.1° N

Data Source: NASA SKYCAL - SKY EVENTS CALENDAR
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INTERESTING OBJECTS

Deep Sky* - NGC 247 Burbidge chain-GLX, NGC 253 Silver Dollar Galaxy-GLX, NGC 288 –GC, IC 1613-GLX, M 74 Phantom Galaxy-GLX,
Double/Multiple Stars** - - Kaffaljidhma, 65 Psc, BU 395
Constellations* - - Cetus, Ares, Pisces, Triangulum, Taurus
Asterisms*** - - Circlet (Psc), Great Square (Peg), Sickle (Leo), Big
Dipper (UMa), Keystone (Her), Northern Cross (Cyg)
Lunar Features**** - - Ariadaeus Rille (R34), Schiller (R71), Taruntius (R37)
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Media Reviews
Media reviews by Matt J. McCullar, FWAS

Observing Earth Satellites
by Desmond King-Hele
A hundred years ago, astronomers complained that asteroids
were the “rot of the skies” because they kept appearing on
their photographic plates when not desired. These nights,
I'm sure astronomers have to work around
times and zones of the sky to prevent satellites from interfering with their viewing. I
myself have stumbled upon many satellites
through binoculars and telescopes while
stargazing. You can probably say the same.
There are literally thousands of “birds” orbiting the Earth. But one astronomer's nuisance is another astronomer's target; it can
be fun to hunt and track satellites.
_Observing Earth Satellites_ is a good book
on how to do so.

Whenever you do see a satellite moving in the sky,
there will very likely be another traveling in the same area
(traveling from west to east), a few minutes behind it. Keep
your eye on that zone of the sky. Remember that some satellites are in polar orbits, and therefore move in a different
zone (north/south).
Sometimes satellites fly together in formation. I
once bought a new pair of binoculars and looked at the International Space Station through them one night, and was chagrined to see a ghost image right behind it. I was pleasantly
surprised to learn later that it was not an optical fault, but
the Space Shuttle! It had undocked from the ISS and was
following a few hundred yards behind it.
A satellite whose brightness increases and decreases with quick regularity
is probably a cylindrical rocket body that is
rotating. A great deal of hardware in space
no longer does useful work; once the satellite is put into orbit, the spent rocket that
put it there is left to fall back to Earth...
eventually.
Trying to look at a satellite with
binoculars is much easier than trying to
track it with a telescope. The lower the
satellite's orbit, the faster it travels across
the sky. I've found that trying to track the
ISS manually with a telescope is just about
impossible; it's like trying to follow a helicopter.

We can see a satellite from the
ground only if it is dark down here, while
sunlight strikes the satellite itself while orbiting over your viewing area. This limits
the time of visibility to twilight hours, about an hour after
sunset and about an hour before sunrise. The time of year
Sometimes you may see a satellite without being
affects the length of the Earth's shadow in space (as viewed
initially aware of it. The ISS looks like a steadily glowing bead
from a particular spot on the ground), so a satellite that is
of light that flies in a straight line, without any blinking lights
visible during one season may be
(as airplanes do). Iridium flares
Published by Van Nostrand Reinhold (momentary super-bright flares of
invisible during another. A satellite may vanish into the Earth's
sunlight reflected from one of a series
Co. – 1983
shadow before crossing our horiof satellites called Iridium) can brilISBN 0-442-24877-6
zon, or it may “pop” into sudden
liantly outshine even Venus, but may
visibility in the middle of the sky.
actually be landing lights on jet air184 pages
planes.
Some satellites are easier
to find from the ground than others. It depends on how
_Observing Earth Satellites_ provides a good history
large a satellite is, its albedo, and its altitude. The phase anof the earliest visible satellites and rocket bodies. It also degle of sunlight striking it is also a factor. While _Observing
scribes why some satellites have peculiar orbits, and how
Earth Satellites_ does not specifically mention light pollution,
orbits can change over time – sometimes under command
viewing the brightest satellites is rather easy from an urban
from the ground, sometimes due to natural causes.
environment. But of course many dimmer satellites are visi“The density of the upper atmosphere is very variable only far away from cities. The International Space Station
ble, and at heights near 500 km may be 10 or 20 times great(the brightest artificial satellite we see on a regular basis) is
(Continued on page 8)
particularly easy to spot because most of its huge structure
consists of highly reflective solar panels.
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(Book Review—Continued from page 7)

er at the maximum of the 11-year-sunspot cycle than it is at
the minimum,” writes the author. “So the prediction of a
satellite's lifetime can never be exact.” Solar radiation pressure can have an effect on a satellite's lifetime, too.
Author King-Hele goes to say, “The first satellite
descent to be observed was that of Sputnik 2 over the Caribbean Sea on 14 April 1958. The satellite, 32 m long and 3
m in diameter, was visible for 5 minutes on a track running
from New York to near the mouth of the Amazon... The
most publicized burn-up was that of the 75-ton Skylab 1
over the Indian Ocean and Australia on 11 July 1979. It was
an awesome sight.”

tioned is how satellites can sometimes interfere with sensitive ground-based radio telescopes. The author is British
and the text reflects this slightly, but not enough to confuse
an American reader. King-Hele knows his subject very well
and writes clearly and informatively.
Plenty of photos and illustrations. Four out of five
satellites!

The End

Some satellites are specifically designed to be seen
from the ground. Their spherical surfaces are studded with
corner reflectors so scientists can bounce laser beams off
them. The book describes special cameras used to visually
track satellites by observatories and military installations.
Satellites helped refine scientists' measurements of
the true shape of the Earth. Our planet is slightly wider at
the equator than from pole to pole, and this slight difference can be detected from orbit. One chapter is dedicated
to explaining how we learned that the Earth is slightly pearshaped. For this and other reasons, a satellite's orbit can
shift in relation to the planet over time, which can affect
precisely when a certain satellite may appear overhead
from one day to another.
The biggest surprise in reading this book was learning about the Lake Kickapoo transmitting site, located just
southwest of Archer City, Texas. It was one of the most
powerful radio transmitters in the world, built for the Air
Force Space Surveillance System (also known as the “Space
Fence”). The transmitting site consisted of thousands of
antennas laid out in a straight line over three kilometers
long. It broadcast a continuous curtain of radio waves up
into space, and reflections from orbiting satellites would be
received by other sites across the country. This allowed the
Air Force to accurately track hundreds of objects in Earth
orbit every day, as high up as 15,000 miles. The Lake Kickapoo transmitting site ceased operations just a few years
ago. And I'd never heard of it before. (Had you?)
Granted, this book was published in the early
1980's, before we had websites such as www.heavensabove.com and mobile apps to help us find satellites more
easily. But _Observing Earth Satellites_ helps us appreciate
what all goes into predicting visible passes. There is also
nothing about the Global Positioning System (GPS), the International Space Station, or Iridium flares. Also unmen-

e

If you have an idea for an article, have astronomical related photos or an astronomy project you’ve done, and you’d like to share or want to contribute to the newsletter in any other way, please contact the editor at primefocus@fortworthastro.com or through the club’s
Yahoo! eGroup forum.
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Constellation of The Month
Cetus

C

etus constellation is located in the northern sky. It
is also known as the Whale.
The
constellation
was
named after Cetus, the sea
monster from the Greek
myth about Andromeda, the
princess sacrificed to the
monster as punishment for
her mother Cassiopeia’s
vanity and boastfulness.
The constellation Cetus lies
in the region of the sky
called the Water, along with
several other constellations
with names evocative of
water: Eridanus (the river),
Aquarius (water bearer),
Pisces (the fish), etc. It was
catalogued by the Greek astronomer Ptolemy in the 2nd century. Cetus is home to the barred spiral galaxy Messier 77 and several well-known stars: Deneb Kaitos (Beta Ceti), Menkar (Alpha
Ceti), Tau Ceti and the famous variable star Mira (Omicron Ceti). There are also several DSO’s
located in Cetus: NGC 1055, NGC 1087, NGC 1073, NGC 45, NGC 17, NGC 47 (NGC 58), NGC
1042, and NGC 247. Cetus has 14 stars with known planets and contains one Messier object,
Messier 77 (M77, NGC 1068). The brighest star in the constellation is Deneb Kaitos (Beta Ceti).
There are three meteor showers associated with Cetus: the October Cetids, the Eta Cetids, and
the Omicron Cetids. Cetus belongs to the Perseus family of constellations, along with Andromeda, Auriga, Cassiopeia, Cepheus, Lacerta, Pegasus, Perseus, and Triangulum. Alpha Ceti is a
very old red giant star, approximately 249 light years distant. The star will eventually eject its outer layers to form a planetary nebula, leaving a large white dwarf remnant. It has an apparent visual magnitude of 2.54. The star’s traditional name, Menkar, comes from the Arabic word for
“nostril.” Alpha Ceti is often used in works of science fiction, most notably in Star Trek: The Original Series. Alpha Ceti V was the planet on which Khan and his crew were exiled. In Star Trek:
Enterprise, the same planet provided refuge to Humanity after the Xindi destroyed the Earth.
Omicron Ceti, better known as Mira, is a binary star consisting of a red giant and a companion
star. The system is approximately 420 light years distant. Mira was the first non-supernova variable star discovered, with the possible exception of Algol in the constellation Perseus, which was
confirmed as a variable only in 1667. Mira is believed to be about six billion years old.

e
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C

etus represents the sea monster from the Greek myth of the princess Andromeda, whose
boastful mother Cassiopeia angered the sea god Poseidon and the Nereids (sea nymphs) by
claiming that she was more beautiful than any of them. To appease the sea god and the nymphs, Cassiopeia and
her husband, King Cepheus, had to sacrifice their young daughter to Cetus, a sea monster sent by Poseidon to
punish the king and queen, or watch the monster ravage their land. Andromeda was chained to a rock and left to
the sea monster, but to her good fortune, the hero Perseus was passing by just as Cetus was about to devour her.
Perseus rescued the princess and killed Cetus. He and Andromeda were later married. Cetus was commonly depicted by the Greeks as a hybrid creature. It had forefeet, huge jaws, and a scaly body like a giant sea serpent.
Even though the constellation is also known as the Whale or Kraken, the mythical creature in the depictions does
not in fact look like a whale.

e
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Constellation Hunter Observing Program Introduction
Observing Experience LEVEL
Intermediate

Messier Program Introduction
Introduction
Almost every amateur astronomer begins to be aware of the Messier Catalog as soon as he or she opens their first
book. The novice is sure to find some spectacular object pictured and designated by its "Messier Number" with the
universal abbreviation "M". Of the myriads of star clusters and nebulae scattered over the sky only about 100
(perhaps 110 at most) can claim membership to this celebrated list. However, this happens to include most, but not
quite all, of the finest of these objects observable from mid-northern latitudes.
There is nothing in the catalog that the owner of so humble an instrument as a three-inch reflector cannot reach under good observing conditions. Many of the objects can be seen with binoculars and some with the naked eye. Thus,
the Messier Catalog is a happy hunting ground for any amateur with a taste for deep sky objects .

Charles Messier (1730-1817) was a French astronomer who developed an intense interest in comet hunting.
While he had other achievements to his credit, this was his chief occupation during his long observing career.
In this, he was so successful that he probably observed half of the comets known in his time. He discovered
about twenty. It was to keep track of the star clusters and nebulae which might have otherwise confused him by
their comet-like appearance, that he began to catalog and describe them. In commenting on his catalog in later
years, he frankly stated that he had compiled it in order to aid other comet hunters. There is a slight touch of
irony in the fact that Messier's chief claim to immortality grew out of his efforts to rid himself of a nuisance to
what, he felt, was his important life's work. As might be expected, Messier's telescopes were all modest instruments, none of them exceeding the capacity of telescopes amateurs can expect to own today.
Messier did not discover all the objects in his catalog and he never made any such claim. Many of the objects
were called to his attention by his contemporaries, notably Pierre Méchain and the fact was always carefully
noted. The catalog was published in several stages as additions were made to it, the first 45 entries being printed in 1771. In its classic form, it contained 103 entries. Studies of Messier's papers and correspondence (Dr.
Helen Sawyer Hogg and Dr. Owen Gingerich) suggest that another four to six objects should be added to bring
the total to 110.
The prospective observer should be warned that if he follows the older editions of the catalog, or many of the
older charts, he may find nothing in the position indicated. More recent editions have corrected these errors but
there are a few entries about which there is some doubt.

e
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Submitting for Certification
The Astronomical League offers special recognition in the form of a
Messier Program Certificate for those that have observed most or all
of the Messier objects. To qualify you must either be a Member-atLarge or be a member of an astronomical society which is affiliated
with the League. To obtain an award you must observe the following
rules:
Rule 1:
Visually observe 70 Messier objects and keep a record of your observations. Your notes must include:
a. Date and Time of observations (local time or UT)
b. Latitude and Longitude of observations
c. Seeing and Transparency
d. Aperture size of telescope
e. Power used
f. A short description of the Messier object
Rule 2:
Have your notebook or record examined by an officer of your Astronomical Society or a suitably qualified second party if you are not a
member of a society and have this party forward a letter to the effect
that you have made the necessary number of observations.
Rule 3:
When you have observed the balance of the Messier Objects, have
your notebook or records examined again and a letter forwarded to
the Messier Observing Program Coordinator again, indicating that
you have completed the observations of the Messier Catalog. You
will receive an award pin and a Honorary membership certificate
signed by the current President of the League. Be sure to indicate
the return address.

e

Be sure to include your name, mailing address, email, phone number, and
society affiliation. This letter should be addressed to:

Messier Program Coordinator:
Scott Kranz
106 N Darrowby Drive
Raymore, MO 64083-9181
(816) 522-8921
E-mail: s.kranz1@comcast.net

e
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Times and Data are for Fort Worth, Texas Locations Only
Data Source: Heavens Above
Date
01 Nov
02 Nov
14 Nov
15 Nov
16 Nov
17 Nov
18 Nov
18 Nov
19 Nov
20 Nov
21 Nov
24 Nov
25 Nov

Brightness
(mag)
-1.7
-1.6
-1.7
-1.1
-3.2
-2.0
-0.3
-3.5
-3.3
-2.1
-1.4
-3.0
-2.6

Start
Time
05:56:45
06:39:40
06:26:30
05:34:47
06:17:13
05:26:50
04:36:43
06:09:23
05:19:20
06:02:02
05:12:07
19:04:58
18:12:45

Alt.
22°
14°
10°
10°
10°
22°
10°
18°
58°
17°
17°
10°
10°

25 Nov

-0.5

19:49:23

26 Nov

-2.9

27 Nov

-3.9

28 Nov
29 Nov

Highest point

End

Az.
NE
NNW
NNW
N
NW
N
ENE
WNW
E
WSW
SSE
SW
S

Time
05:56:45
06:39:40
06:29:03
05:36:15
06:20:25
05:27:42
04:36:43
06:11:33
05:19:20
06:02:29
05:12:07
19:07:23
18:15:34

Alt.
22°
14°
21°
12°
51°
25°
10°
50°
58°
17°
17°
44°
27°

Az.
NE
NNW
NE
NNE
NE
NE
ENE
SW
E
SW
SSE
SSW
SE

Time
05:58:05
06:40:59
06:31:36
05:37:42
06:23:34
05:30:28
04:36:47
06:14:42
05:22:10
06:04:42
05:13:00
19:07:23
18:17:14

Alt.
10°
10°
10°
10°
10°
10°
10°
10°
10°
10°
10°
44°
18°

10°

W

19:49:54

13°

W

19:49:54

18:56:01

10°

WSW

18:59:08

41°

NW

18:03:07

10°

SW

18:06:23

85°

SE

-1.6

18:47:50

10°

W

18:50:12

18°

-2.4

17:54:17

10°

WSW

17:57:17

33°

Pass
type
Az.
NE
N
E
ENE
ESE
E
ENE
SSE
SE
S
SSE
SSW
E

visible
visible
visible
visible
visible
visible
visible
visible
visible
visible
visible
visible
visible

13°

W

visible

18:59:39

38°

NNW

visible

18:09:19

12°

NE

visible

NW

18:51:32

15°

N

visible

NW

18:00:18

10°

NNE

visible

NOTE: NO bright ISS passes visible in the DFW area, for dates not listed.
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November Sky Chart
Fort Worth, TX (32.7555°N, 97.3308°W)

Chart displayed is for November 15, 2017 @ 2400 Local Time
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First and Last Lunar Crescent Visibility
Thursday 16 November 2017
6.2h

Moon

Lunar Crescent visible, 46.7 hours before new moon
Elongation: 21.9°, 3.9% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 175.1° crescent is horizontal like a boat, Width of the crescent: 1.10', Length of the crescent: 165°,
Moon rises at 5h08m, 111 minutes before the Sun (Azimuth: 99°/E)
The Yallop (1998) criteria additionally states for this event with q=+1.752:

Sunday 19 November 2017
17.9h

Moon

Lunar Crescent visible, 36.2 hours after new moon
Elongation: 16.5°, 2.3% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 211.6° crescent points to the lower right, Width of the crescent: 0.61', Length of the crescent: 139°,
Moon sets at 18h37m, 74 minutes after the Sun (Azimuth: 248°/WSW)
The Yallop (1998) criteria additionally states for this event with q=+0.704:

Data source: https://www.calsky.com

Data source: http://astropixels.com/ephemeris/moon/moon2017.html
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Lunar Occultations &
Conjunctions of Planets
Thursday 16 November
2017
6.8h

Moon

Close to Jupiter, -1.7mag, with Sun below horizon, Separation=5.9°, Limb separation=5.734° =11.37
lunar dia., Position angle=144.4° SE, Azimuth az=115.2°, Altitude h=12.8°, RA=14h24.0m Dec=-13°13.5',
Moon phase=3.8%, Sun altitude hsun=-2.9°

Friday 17 November 2017
6.5h

Moon

Close to Venus, -3.9mag, with Sun below horizon, Separation=4.5°, Limb separation=4.256° =8.54 lunar
dia., Position angle=236.1° SW, Azimuth az=111.6°, Altitude h=6.1°, RA=14h42.0m Dec=-14°30.0', Moon
phase=1.1% (Crescent visible only under perfect conditions), Sun altitude hsun=-6.5°

Sunday 19 November 2017
17.9h Moon

Close to Mercury, -0.3mag, with Sun below horizon, Separation=8.3°, Limb separation=8.167° =16.57 lunar dia., Position angle=144.6° SE, Azimuth az=234.1°, Altitude h=6.2°, RA=17h12.4m Dec=-25°34.0',
Moon phase=2.3%, Sun altitude hsun=-7.2°

Monday 20 November 2017
18.6h Moon

Close to Saturn, 0.5mag, with Sun below horizon, Separation=2.5°, Limb separation=2.228° =4.53 lunar
dia., Position angle=167.5° S, Azimuth az=238.3°, Altitude h=6.1°, RA=17h45.5m Dec=-22°26.6', Moon
phase=5.9%, Sun altitude hsun=-15.5°

Thursday 30 November 2017
3.3h

Moon

Close to Uranus, 5.7mag, with Sun below horizon, Separation=5.0°, Limb separation=4.737° =8.83 lunar
dia., Position angle=11.5° N, Azimuth az=277.0°, Altitude h=6.1°, RA= 1h33.6m Dec= +9°08.4', Moon
phase=85.2%, Sun altitude hsun=-48.3°

Data Source: http://www.calsky.com/
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Club Meeting Minutes— Octoberber 15, 2017
Pam Klich, Secretary-Treasurer

T

on an adhoc basis may present an imaging class at one of the
monthly general sessions.
he meeting was called to order by Si Simonson, President.

60 members and visitors were in attendance.

Young Astronomers – this month’s session will be postponed
until November due to the meeting location not being available.

Si welcomed everyone and recognized visitors and new members.
Christmas Party – scheduled for Saturday, 12/2/17 from 6-9p.
The location is Spring Creek BBQ in Bedford, the same as last
3RF Event 10/7/17 – 29 people attended. The skies were good year. There will be a white elephant gift exchange and door
and the event was a success. There are plans for holding the
prizes.
event in September again next year.
General Session

Tandy Star Party – there were 9 telescopes set up and 30+
attendees. Nov 2nd is the last event at Tandy for this year.

Sarah Twidal – Shared that 3RF has expansion plans and she
live-streamed the eclipse from Oregon to the museum.

Board Meeting – the next meeting is 11/14 and will be held at
Tony’s Pizza and Pasta in Bedford.

Treasurer’s Report – given by Laura Cowles. The club has
$7,848 in the checking account and $36,133 in savings.

Meeting Adjourned
Tonight’s Speakers – Michael Langohr and Fred Klich. The
Submitted by Pam Klich, Secretary.
topic was “Spectral Imaging for Amateur Astronomers”, with a
focus on the science and imaging. Spectroscopy is the study of
the interaction of light with matter. Some of the science topics Michael spoke about were spectroscopic laws, electromagnetic spectrum and nuclear magnetic resonance. Some of the
imaging topics Fred spoke about were the equipment needed
to capture spectral imaging, software, the process, the processing and analysis of the captured images.

Business Meeting

Starr Ranch – 10/7 was clean-up day at the ranch, including
deck cleaning, grass cutting and mothball freshening in the
shed. For the toilet, the group agreed to try the 4” pipe, nonelectric, venting option. If that is not successful, then the AC/
DC kit will be installed. The toilet lighting still needs power
and can use the solar panel or a 12v battery from an RV vendor. Mike Ahner will provide a setup diagram to Si.

Imaging Classes – Jerry Gardner will conduct imaging classes
November 2017
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FWAS Club
Fundraiser
FWAS is still asking for donations to raise
the $3000 to cover the costs of purchasing
our new Lunt LS60THa solar telescope and
an iOptron ZEQ25 GT mount. We have already used this at some outreach and educational events, and
it was a hit!
Donations are tax
deductible. We are a
501(c)3
non-profit
organization dedicated to educating and
sparking the interest
in Astronomy and
Space in the public.
If you would like to
help us recoup this
expense, it’s still not
too late. You can still
donate. Please click
the button below or
go to the URL shown
at the bottom. Any
amount is welcome
and greatly appreciated.

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers enjoy the same wide
selection of products, low prices, and convenient shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop on AmazonSmile at
smile.amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to the charitable organizations
selected by customers.
To participate, visit AmazonSmile and select
Fort Worth Astronomical Society as your
charity upon log-in. For more information visit org.amazon.com. The site will remember
your charity automatically when you visit
AmazonSmile to shop. If you are already an
Amazon.com user, you can use the same account to log-in to AmazonSmile to shop. You
must sign-in to AmazonSmile each time you
shop in order for your purchases to count towards a donation to your charitable organization. If you do not have an Amazon account,
signing up is free!

http://www.fortworthastro.com/donate.html
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Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus, is published monthly. Letters
to the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve taken, personal equipment reviews, or just about anything you would like
to have included in the newsletter that is astronomy related
should be sent to: primefocus@fortworthastro.com
Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month at the
UNT Health Science Center – Research & Education Building,
Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests and visitors
are always welcome.
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for FWAS
to attend an event, should be sent to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
Young Astronomers:
FWAS’ youth activities (known as YA!) meet on the 3rd Saturday
of every month between 7pm and 9pm (check our calendar for
time changes throughout the year - determined by seasonal sunset times). This group meets for one hour at the Parkwood Hill
HOA Club House - 5573 Eastwedge Dr., Fort Worth, TX 76137. YA!
Coordinators: ya@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Annual Dues:
$60 for adults / families & households
$50 for adults (individual)
$30.00 for students (half-price Dec 1 thru May 31); Membership
runs June 1st through May 31st. Please make checks payable to:
Fort Worth Astronomical Society

That’s a Fact!
The Sun's core releases the the
equivalent of 100 billion nuclear
bombs every second.
Source

Seen a Fireball Lately?
Report it to the
American Meteor Society (AMS)
Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/
and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the
top of the page and you will see the link to report a fireball. They will ask you several questions in a web questionnaire and your observations will be added to the
other witnesses for the same event. These will be compiled and analyzed to determine the location and direction from which the object entered the atmosphere.

See our Secretary/Treasurer for more info:
sec-treas@fortworthastro.com
Cash and checks should be paid in-person at the next indoor
meeting, or checks can be mailed in the traditional way. Members should check the eGroup for the latest postal mailing address listed by the Secretary/Treasurer.

No ve mbe r
“Full Beaver Moon”

Credit card payments (for existing membership renewals only)
can be made through our PayPal link (private link is on the club’s
Yahoo eGroup – no PayPal account required).
Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate (McDonald Observatory) magazines are available for discounted subscription rates
through our association with the NASA Night Sky Network and
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The link can be found on
the club’s Yahoo eGroup. (Members Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in the
Astronomical League. This gives you access to earn various observing certificates through the AL observing clubs. You also receive their quarterly magazine, Reflector. AL Observing clubs:
http://tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg
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Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac

For both the colonists and the Algonquin tribes, this was
the time to set beaver traps before the swamps froze, to
ensure a supply of warm winter furs. This full Moon was
also called the Frost Moon.
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500 frames from my Lunt LS50THa and QHYCCD5
camera
Stacked in Registax.
Scaled and Inverted in Gimp.
Wavelets in Registax.
Photo by Keith Frost

Photo by Lunam Seagull

Have an interesting photo you’ve taken of the sky? Discovered a technique and want to show the results to fellow FWAS members? Submit your photos to primefocus@fortworthastro.com or send them in the Yahoo! eGroup to the attention of the newsletter editor. Your participation in showing off your personal astrophotography is greatly appreciated by all FWAS members.
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